SSB-6500
Speaker Stand Bag
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

A must for every roadie, this rugged padded nylon bag provides ample
room for either two speaker stands, six mic stands or various drum
hardware. Features an adjustable shoulder strap with metal clip for fast
removal. Also includes two hand straps for convenient handling. A heavygauge 2-pull zipper allows the bag to be opened from the center. All seals
are crafted with corded piping that gives the bag its rigid shape.
2 Hand straps for a
well-balanced load.

Heavy-gauge
2-pull zipper.

Adjustable, padded
shoulder strap for
ease of carrying.

Carry all of your gear with comfort and style!
Bag can be carried using either the two carrying handles
or the removable, adjustable shoulder strap.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
> Material: Heavy-duty padded nylon
> Dimensions: (l)50” x (w)10” x (h)5”
> Color: Black
Deluxe corded piping gives
the bag its rigid shape.

Holds any of the following On-Stage Stands® models...
(2) SS7725B
All-Steel
Speaker Stands

Our most affordable
speaker stand includes
a 1½” adapter to
be used with either
1 3/8” or 1½”
speaker cabinets.

(2) SS7730
Classic Speaker Stand

The steel-aluminum design
on this affordable speaker
stand make it both
lightweight and durable.
Fits 1 3/8” or 1½”
speaker cabinets.

(2) SS7761B
All-Aluminum
Speaker Stands

Our most versatile speaker
stand features a reversible
shaft design and may
be used with either
1 3/8” or 1½”
speaker cabinets.

(2) SS8800+
POWER Crank-Up
Speaker Stand

By far the easiest method
of raising speaker cabinets
80” off the floor. Operates
with any standard electric
or cordless drill.

Model#: SSB-6500
Inv#: 35543

List Price: $55.99
Map Price: $33.99

INSIDER’S TIP: Not sure why we call these
“Speaker Stand” bags, as they can be used for
all sorts of gear. Mic stands, music stands, drum
hardware, booms, amps stands; the list goes on!

Call The Music People today to place your order

1-800-289-8889

Visit us on the web @ www.musicpeopleinc.com or www.onstagestands.com
On-Stage Stands ® is a registered trademark of The Music People Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.
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